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a/r/b/c are the same format as the ps3 api. I can't think of any other functionality that would be missing. Maybe a game is able to
use the audio features to transfer a user's voice across the system. ~~~ cbsmith It would be useful for things that require

"pausing the game", like on-screen text. ------ Aloha I'm getting sound issues on the PSP - I can play the games fine, but I
currently have music playing and can hear nothing else. PSP games use the MixBus audio engine, PSP uses OpenSLES,

Windows uses the DirectX audio system. wz1000 This is normal. Sound is lost for all applications if the PSP's Memory Stick is
removed while it is in game mode. I could see that, I had recently replaced the memory stick with an SD card, so that shouldn't
be a factor. milliams I'm genuinely interested in this. What sort of applications are being developed for it? pschlump Currently
we are working with a Virtual DJ and a game where you can use your PSP as a Hi-Fi or DJ system in your bedroom (indoor).

duiker101 could you be more specific? I can't understand how playing music is related to a DJ. Ok, it should be more clear now.
The audio interface is not a controler, its a SoC with a USB interface which is connected to the host computer which provides
the sound hardware. The PSP communicates to the host computer as if the host was a regular USB host. We also developed the

TouchMyApps SDK. The demo can be downloaded from the download page. tobiasu how much is it going to cost? are there any
estimates? The SoC is about $15 and the dongle with the USB interface is about $10. So the total cost will be about $25. I don't

know how much it is going to cost in Europe, but here it is going to be around $40-$50. psch

September 20, 2019 - The application has failed to start because steam_api.dll was not found. Reinstalling the app may fix the
issue. steam_api.dll Not Found... This error message appears when the file is not loaded. Check the installer folder, maybe you

are copying it to another location. steam_api.dll is located in the installer folder, on Windows 10 in C:\\Program Files
(x86)\\Steam\\ If you are using Windows 7/8, try reinstalling the app from the Windows Store. If this doesn't work, you can try

reinstalling the app as described below. Reinstall Application: fffad4f19a
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